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Purpose: We investigated to determine if there is an increased rate of urothelial carcinoma 

(UC) in kidney transplant (KT) recipients and to compare oncological outcomes of UC in KT 

recipients with non-KT patients.

Patients and methods: Among 2,186 patients who underwent KT in our institute, nine 

patients developed UC after KT in our center. Age-standardized rates (ASRs) were calculated 

to compare incidence rates of UC between KT patients and the general population. Additional 

five patients who underwent KT at other hospitals and received UC treatment at our center were 

included, thus a total of 14 KT patients were compared with non-KT patients in the aspect of the 

treatment outcomes of bladder cancer and upper urinary tract UC (UTUC) by using generalized 

estimating equation (GEE).

Results: The ASRs of bladder cancer and UTUC in KT recipients were 25.5 and 129.5 times 

higher than that of the general population. Although there was no difference in bladder cancer-

specific survival rates (P-value 0.1186), however, progression rates of bladder cancer were 

significantly higher in KT recipients with a relative risk of 10.53 (P-value 0.0481). There was 

no significant difference in UTUC recurrence, progression, and specific survival rate (P-values 

0.8915, 0.8806, and 0.8116, respectively).

Conclusion: Incidence of UC was much higher in KT recipients than the general population. 

Treatment outcomes for UC in KT recipients were not inferior to those of non-KT patients, 

except for the progression of bladder cancer. Special attention should be paid to screening and 

treatment of UC in KT recipients.

Keywords: urothelial carcinoma, kidney transplantation, bladder cancer, upper urinary tract 

urothelial carcinoma

Introduction
With the development of surgical techniques and postoperative management for kid-

ney transplantation (KT), lifespan of recipient has prolonged and the importance of 

malignancy after transplantation is increasing.1 It is well known that the incidences of 

malignant tumors are much higher in KT recipients than in the general population.2–4 

The incidences of lymphoma, lymphoproliferative disorders, and skin cancer were 

reported to be high in Western patients.5 The incidence of urothelial carcinoma (UC) in 

China and Taiwan has recently been reported to be markedly high in KT recipients.6,7 

In this context, urologists are increasingly likely to encounter UC patients with trans-

planted kidneys. Because of differences in recipients taking immunosuppressive drugs 

and having a history of major surgery and nephropathy, urologists may be reluctant to 

apply the same treatment strategy to this group of patients as in the general population. 

There have been few studies about the incidence or treatment of UC in this patient 
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group. In this study, we investigated the incidence of UC in 

KT recipients and compared it with the non-KT patients. 

In addition, treatment strategy and treatment outcome were 

also compared.

Patients and methods
A retrospective cohort study was conducted at a single cen-

ter and the waiver of consent was granted for retrospective 

data analysis such as in the current study. A total of 2,186 

patients who underwent KT in our institute between February 

1995 and December 2016 were investigated. Among 2,186 

patients, nine patients who developed UC after KT were 

analyzed to calculate the incidence of UC in KT recipients. 

Additional five patients who underwent KT at other hospitals 

and received UC treatment at our center were added, thus a 

total of 14 UC patients were analyzed to compare the treat-

ment outcome between KT patients and non-KT patients. 

As controls for UC cases in non-KT patients, 5,264 bladder 

cancer patients who underwent transurethral resection of 

bladder tumor (TURB) or radical cystectomy and 786 upper 

urinary tract UC (UTUC) patients who underwent radical 

nephroureterectomy (NUx) in our hospital between February 

1995 and December 2016 were reviewed. And these non-

KT patients were matched to KT patients according to the 

designed matching conditions described below.

Patient demographics
The demographic data of UC patients included gender, 

height, and weight at diagnosis of UC, drinking and smoking 

status, family history of UC, hypertension, diabetes, etiology 

of end-stage renal disease (ESRD), date of KT surgery, KT 

type, postoperative immunosuppressive agents, initial clini-

cal presentation of UC, date of UC diagnosis, UC stage, UC 

grade, treatments for UC, cancer recurrence or progression, 

last follow-up date, and death.

analyzing and comparing the incidence of 
UC in KT recipients
To calculate the cumulative incidence and age-standardized 

rates (ASRs; per 100,000 persons) of bladder cancer and 

UTUC in KT recipients, only patients who underwent KT 

in our institute were analyzed. The ASRs of UC from gen-

eral population were obtained from the Korean Urological 

Cancer Statistics.8 In Korean cancer statistics, bladder neo-

plasms without stromal invasion (ICD10 code D09.0) were 

not counted as bladder cancer. Because there was no initial 

occurrence of bladder neoplasm without stromal invasion 

among our bladder cancer cases of KT recipients for incidence 

analysis, it was possible to directly compare the calculated 

ASRs with the Korean statistics. In addition, the ratio of blad-

der cancer to UTUC and racial differences were compared.

analyzing and comparing treatment 
outcomes of UC in KT recipients
After excluding patients with a history of chronic kidney 

disease (CKD), hemodialysis, malignancy other than UC, 

or receiving neoadjuvant treatment for UC from non-KT 

patients, matching analysis was used to compare treatment 

outcomes between KT patients and non-KT patients.

The matching conditions of non-KT patients were as fol-

lows: the age at diagnosis (±3 years), date of diagnosis (±3 

years), gender, T stage, grade, surgical specimen margin, and 

prior UC history (in the cases of later cancer). Random selec-

tion was performed for 1:2 and 1:3 matching for bladder cancer 

and UTUC, respectively. If there were fewer matched patients 

than the designed ratio, this was considered insufficient.

Treatment outcomes were investigated using different 

parameters, including bladder cancer progression rates, blad-

der cancer-specific survival rates, UTUC recurrence rates, 

UTUC progression rates, and UTUC-specific survival rates. 

Bladder cancer progression rates were defined as progression 

from non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) to muscle 

invasive bladder cancer (MIBC), development of UTUC after 

bladder cancer, and metastasis to lymph nodes or visceral 

organs. UTUC recurrence rates were defined as intravesical 

or contralateral upper urinary tract recurrence. UTUC pro-

gression rates were defined as lymph node or visceral organ 

metastasis. Since all deaths except one were cancer-related 

deaths, only comparative analysis of cancer-specific survival 

rates were performed.

statistical methods
Statistical analysis was executed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS 

Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA), and statistically significant 

differences were defined as those with P-values <0.05. 

Continuous variables are presented as the mean and SD, and 

categorical variables are presented as the number of cases 

and percentage. Chi-square and Fisher’s exact tests were 

used for categorical variables, and Student’s t-test was used 

for continuous variables.

The difference of ASR between the two population and 

the incidence ratio of bladder cancer to UTUC and male 

to female were compared by binomial test for one-sample 

proportion. And multivariate regression analysis was used to 

confirm the value of variables as risk factors for UC develop-

ment. Generalized estimating equation (GEE; per 100,000 

person-year) method was performed to evaluate the different 

parameters of treatment outcomes.
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Results
Baseline characteristics of study patients
Table 1 shows the baseline characteristics of 14 KT recipients 

with UC, including four males and ten females. Mean age 

at KT is 48.3 years and mean follow-up duration is 181.3 

months. As immunosuppression regimens, steroids, cyclo-

sporine, azathioprine, tacrolimus, and mycophenolate mofetil 

were used in different combinations.

Table 2 shows the characteristics of UC and treatments for 

each patient following KT. Bladder cancer occurred in five 

patients as their initial UC. UTUC occurred in nine patients: 

eight patients had UC in their native kidneys or ureters, and one 

patient developed UTUC in transplanted kidney. Average inter-

val from the date of KT to UC diagnosis was 115.6 months.

incidence of UC in KT patients
In the current study, the 5-year and 10-year cumula-

tive incidence of UC in KT recipients was 0.0685% and 

0.306%, respectively. The ASRs of bladder cancer and UTUC 

in our KT recipient cohorts were 122.22 and 113.97. Accord-

ing to the Korean Urological Cancer Statistics, the ASRs of 

bladder cancer and UTUC in the general population were 

4.79 and 0.88, respectively.8 The ASRs of bladder cancer and 

UTUC in KT patients were 25.5 times and 129.5 times higher 

than the general population (P-value <0.001).

In KT recipient cohorts, UTUC occurred twice as much 

as bladder cancer which is a significant difference from 

the general population from the Korean Urological Cancer 

Statistics in which bladder cancer occurred about five times 

more than UTUC. Furthermore, the proportion of female 

UC patients was higher in KT recipients; there were four 

male and ten female UC patients in KT recipients, whereas 

the proportion of male UC patients in the general population 

was 5.3 times higher.

Clinicopathologic characteristics of KT 
recipients and matched non-KT patients
Table 3 shows a comparison of demographic data of 1:2 

matched bladder cancer patients from KT group and non-KT 

group. There were more bladder cancer patients from KT 

group who received TURB more than two times compared 

to matched non-KT patients. None of the KT patients was 

treated with Bacille Calmette-Guérin (BCG), but intravesi-

cal chemotherapies (either epirubicin or mitomycin C) were 

performed to treat their NMIBC. All of the intravesical instil-

lation therapy for NMIBC of non-KT bladder cancer patients 

were BCG instillation. In KT recipient cohorts, there were two 

cases of MIBC patients. Instead of radical cystectomy, blad-

der preservation by concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRTx) 

was performed in one case. Palliative chemotherapy was 

performed in another metastatic case. Radical cystectomies 

were performed for four out of five MIBC cases in the matched 

non-KT MIBC patients, and bladder preservation by CCRTx 

was performed for the other case. Detailed treatment courses 

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of KT patients with UC

Patient 
no.

Gender BMI 
(kg/m2)

Risk factor Age 
at KT 
(years)

KT 
type

Etiology 
of ESRD

Immunosuppressants F/U duration 
after KT 
(months)

a M 30.2 62 lDKT hn steroid, Csa, aZa 135.8
B F 22.5 65 lDKT DMCKD FK, MMF 72.2
C F 23.5 54 lDKT Unknown steroid, Csa, MMF 151.6
Da M 23.9 37 DDKT aDPKD unknown 35.0
ea M 30.6 smoking 45 lDKT Unknown steroid, Csa 226.6
F F 31.1 smoking 41 DDKT Cgn steroid, Csa, aZa, MMF 233.7
g F 22.6 49 DDKT Unknown steroid, Csa, FK, MMF 139.3
h F 23.0 46 lDKT Cgn steroid, Csa, MMF 217.6
i F 26.6 42 DDKT Medication steroid, Csa, MMF 213.7
J F 24.0 Family history 

of bladder 
cancer

53 lDKT hn Csa, MMF 198.5

K F 25.6 45 lDKT Unknown steroid, Csa, MMF 162.1
la F 21.9 33 DDKT Medication steroid, Csa, MMF 315.9
Ma F 33.8 50 lDKT Cgn steroid, FK, MMF 257.6
na M 21.3 54 DDKT DMCKD Csa 178.6
Mean (sD) 25.7 (4.0) 48.3 (8.9) 181.3 (73.3)

Notes: aPatients who underwent KT at other hospitals and had UC treatment at our hospital.
Abbreviations: aDPKD, autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease; aZa, azathioprine; BMi, body mass index; Cgn, chronic glomerulonephritis; Csa, cyclosporine a; 
DDKT, deceased-donor kidney transplantation; DMCKD, diabetes mellitus chronic kidney disease; esRD, end-stage renal disease; F, female; F/U, follow-up; FK, tacrolimus; 
hn, hypertensive nephropathy; KT, kidney transplantation; lDKT, living donor kidney transplantation; M, male; MMF, mycophenolate mofetil.
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for each patient are described in Figure 1. Of note, Patient C 

underwent bladder preservation by CCRTx for T2 bladder can-

cer followed by two times of  TURB and showed no evidence 

of tumor for 5 months. In addition, Patient E had no recurrence 

for 12 years after the first TURB. Bladder cancer recurrence 

was followed by visceral organ (pancreas) metastasis and 

death. As Table 3 shows, bladder cancer progression rates 

were significantly higher in KT recipients (57.1% vs 7.1%, 

P-value=0.025), but there was no difference in cancer-related 

survival rates between the two groups.

Table 4 shows a comparison of the demographic data 

of 1:3 matched KT UTUC patients and non-KT patients. 

All patients underwent radical NUx. As shown in Figure 1, 

Patient F developed UC in the transplanted kidney. This case 

was the only UTUC in our study cohorts that occurred in a 

transplanted kidney. After NUx, the patient was followed 

up without recurrence for 94 months. Patient M underwent 

right NUx for right ureter cancer, and after recurrence in 

the remnant ureter, remnant ureterectomy was performed. 

Thereafter, no evidence of cancer was found on ureterore-

noscopic biopsy of the contralateral upper urinary tract, and 

the patient has been disease free for 10 years. There was 

no significant difference in the proportion of patients who 

underwent adjuvant treatment. There was also no significant 

difference in the rates of UTUC recurrence, progression, and 

UTUC-specific survival.

Comparison of treatment outcomes 
between KT patients and matched non-
KT patients
There were 14 KT recipients who were treated for UC at our 

institute. One patient who died immediately after diagnosis 

Table 2 Characteristics of UC and treatment strategy

Patient 
no.

Age 
at UC 
diagnosis 
(years)

First 
presentation

Initial UC type pT 
stage

Grade N 
stage

Treatment 
(regimen)

Interval 
from KT to 
diagnosis 
(months)

Alive/death
(survival after 
diagnosis 
(months))

a 73 Bowel 
perforation

Bladder cancer T4 high cn2 no treatment 135.8 UC-related 
death (0.1)

B 70 gross 
hematuria

Bladder cancer T2 high cn1a TURB
+ Palliative CTx.
(g/Cb)

65.7 UC-related 
death (7.1)

C 66 gross 
hematuria

Bladder cancer T2 high cn0 TURB + CCRTx 
(g/C)

146.2 alive (5.4)

Db 39 gross 
hematuria

Bladder cancer T1 high cn0 TURB
+ epirubicin 
instillation

16.0 UC-related 
death (21.0)

eb 48 Others Bladder cancer T1 high cn0 TURB 36.0 UC-related 
death (195.7)

F 53 Others Transplanted 
renal pelvis/ureter

T3 high pnx Transplanted 
nUx

146.6 alive (88.1)

g 54 incidental CT 
finding

Bilateral renal 
pelvis

T4 high pn1 Bilateral nUx
+ CCRTx (g/Cb)

60.0 Other-cause 
death (79.1)

h 52 gross 
hematuria

Right distal ureter T1 high pnx Right nUx 81.8 alive (136.1)

i 55 Flank pain Right renal pelvis T3 high pnx Right nUx 156.2 alive (57.4)
J 60 gross 

hematuria
left renal pelvis T1 high pnx left nUx 79.6 alive (118.9)

K 58 Flank pain Right renal pelvis/
ureter

T3 high pn1 Rt nUx
+ CCRTx (g/Cb)

157.0 alive (4.8)

lb 57 Others left renal pelvis T2 high pn0 left nUx 286.1 alive (29.9)
Mb 61 gross 

hematuria
Right ureter T3 high pnx Right nUx 122.9 alive (136.0)

nb 65 gross 
hematuria

left renal pelvis T2 high pnx left nUx 129.0 UC-related 
death (51.2)

Mean 
(sD)

57.9 (9.0) 115.6 (67.5)

Notes: aPre-operative CT urography finding: large bladder tumor with abdominopelvic lymph node metastases. bPatients who underwent KT at other hospitals and had UC 
treatment at our hospital.
Abbreviations: CCRTx, concurrent chemoradiotherapy; CTx, chemotherapy; g/C/Cb, gemcitabine/cisplatin/carboplatin; KT, kidney transplantation; nUx, 
nephroureterectomy; TURB, transurethral resection of bladder tumor; UC, urothelial carcinoma.
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Figure 1 Treatment courses of UC in KT recipients.
Abbreviations: CCRTx, concurrent chemoradiotherapy; CTx, chemotherapy; g/C/Cb, gemcitabine/cisplatin/carboplatin; g-mono, gemcitabine mono-regimen 
chemotherapy; nUx, nephroureterectomy; TURB, transurethral resection of bladder tumor; re-TUR, repeat-TURB.
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Table 3 Clinicopathologic characteristics of bladder cancer cases of KT recipients and matched non-KT patients

KT patients 
(N=7)a

Non-KT 
patients (N=14)

P-value

age at diagnosis (years), mean (sD) 59.0 (11.8) 58.8 (13.1) 0.971
gender, n (%) Male 3 (42.9%) 6 (42.9%) 1
Prior UTUC history, n (%) 3 (42.9%) 5 (35.7%) 1
T stage, n (%) Ta 1 (14.3%) 2 (14.3%) 0.943

T1 4 (57.1%) 7 (50%)
T2 2 (28.6%) 5 (35.7%)

grade, n (%) high grade 7 (100%) 14 (100%) 1
TURB (# of times), n (%) 1 1 (14.3%) 11 (78.6%) 0.012

2 2 (28.6%) 2 (14.3%)
≥3 4 (57.1%) 1 (7.1%)

intravesical instillation (nMiBC), n (%)
(KT patients, n=5;
matched patients, n=9)

none 1 (20.0%) 6 (66.7%) 0.006
BCg 0 3 (33.3%)
Chemotherapy 4 (80.0%) 0

Treatment (MiBC), n (%)
(KT patients, n=2; matched patients, n=5)

Radical cystectomy 0 4 (80%) 0.103
Bladder preservation CCRTx 1 (50%) 1 (20%)

Bladder cancer progression (+), n (%) 4 (57.1%) 1 (7.1%) 0.025
interval from diagnosis to bladder cancer 
progression (m), mean (sD)

42.2 (67.3) 55.6 (76.9) 0.701

Cancer-related death, n (%) 4 (57.1%) 2 (15.4%) 0.122
Follow-up duration (months), mean (sD) 47.7 (67.3) 58.0 (75.9) 0.765

Note: aincluding patients with initial occurrence of bladder cancer and those with bladder cancer after UTUC occurrence.
Abbreviations:  BCg, Bacille Calmette-guérin; CCRTx concurrent chemoradiotherapy; KT, kidney transplantation; MiBC, muscle invasive bladder cancer; nMiBC,  
non-muscle invasive bladder cancer; TURB, transurethral resection of bladder tumor; UTUC, upper urinary tract urothelial carcinoma.

of UC was excluded; therefore, 13 KT recipients (eight 

patients from our hospital’s KT cohorts and five patients who 

underwent KT at another hospital and had UC treatment in 

our hospital) were analyzed. From these 13 KT recipients, 17 

UC cases were analyzed to investigate treatment outcomes. 

This total of 17 UC cases included 13 newly developed UC 

cases (four bladder cancer cases and nine UTUC cases), 

three bladder cancer cases that subsequently developed after 

UTUC, and one UTUC case that subsequently developed 

after bladder cancer. In summary, seven bladder cancer 

cases and ten UTUC cases of KT recipients were analyzed 

to compare treatment outcomes.

The results of bladder cancer progression and bladder 

cancer-specific survival rate per 100,000 person-years by 
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GEE analysis are shown in Table 5. There was no difference 

in bladder cancer-specific survival rates (P-value 0.1186); 

however, bladder cancer progression rates were significantly 

higher in KT recipients with a relative risk of 10.53 (P-value 

0.0481). As shown in Table 6, there was no statistically sig-

nificant difference in UTUC recurrence, UTUC progression, 

or UTUC-specific survival rate per 100,000 person-years 

between the two groups (P-value 0.8915, 0.8806, and 0.8116, 

respectively).

Discussion
As the number of KT recipients and their lifespan increases, 

the chance for urologists to treat UC in KT recipients 

increases. There may be differences and limitations in the 

treatment strategy of UC because of unique cancer behavior 

in this population and distinctive medical situations. To 

date, however, there have been few studies on the treatment 

and prognosis of this group of patients. To the best of our 

knowledge, the present study is the first that has attempted 

to match and compare the treatment outcomes of UC in KT 

recipients with those of the non-KT population. The pattern 

of UC occurrence in KT recipients was investigated along 

with which treatment strategies are appropriate for these 

patients. Furthermore, matched comparative analysis for 

treatment outcomes was conducted with non-KT patients 

using our hospital’s data.

As shown in Table 1, UCs occurred an average of 

115 months after KT. Similar to previous studies, UC 

patients from KT recipient cohorts were relatively young, 

and gross hematuria was the most common (50%) initial 

clinical symptom.6,7 Other clinical presentations such as 

flank pain and incidental CT finding were noted. Several 

immunosuppressants were used in combination, includ-

ing steroids, cyclosporine, azathioprine, tacrolimus, and 

mycophenolate mofetil. All patients except one had taken 

immunosuppressive agents including cyclosporine. There 

are several reports that calcineurin inhibitors (eg, cyclo-

sporine) induce malignancy.9,10 One study suggests a less 

calcineurin-inhibitor-based immunosuppressant protocol 

for high-risk recipients.11

With regard to the incidence of UC in KT recipients 

compared to the general population, in this study, bladder 

cancer and UTUC occurred more in KT recipients than in the 

general population, by 25.5 times and 129.5 times, respec-

tively. According to a study from United States, the incidence 

of bladder cancer after KT has been reported at around 6.5 

times higher than that of the general population.12 Moreover, 

a study from Taiwan reported that UC occurred 398.4 times 

Table 4 Clinicopathologic characteristics of UTUC cases of KT recipients and matched non-KT patients

KT patients 
(N=10)a

Non-KT 
patients (N=34)

P-value

age at diagnosis (years), mean (sD) 55.5 (6.75) 57.4 (7.10) 0.445
gender, n (%) Male 2 (20%) 11 (32.4%) 0.697
Prior bladder cancer history, n (%) 1 (10%) 3 (8.8%) 1
pT stage, n (%) Ta 1 (10%) 3 (8.8%) 0.985

T1–T2 4 (40%) 13 (38.2%)
T3–T4 5 (50%) 18 (52.9%)

grade, n (%) high grade 10 (100%) 34 (100%) 1
n stage, n (%) pnx 8 (80%) 31 (91.2%) 0.317

cn1 or pn1 2 (20%) 3 (8.8%)
Radical nephroureterectomy, n (%) 10 (100%) 34 (100%) 1
adjuvant treatment, n (%) none 8 (80%) 24 (70.6%) 0.007

CTx 0 10 (29.4%)
CCRTx 2 (20%) 0

adjuvant treatment, n (%) no 8 (80%) 24 (70.6%) 0.702
Yes 2 (20%) 10 (29.4%)

UTUC recurrence (+), n (%) 5 (50%) 13 (38.2%) 0.716
interval from diagnosis to UTUC 
recurrence (months), mean (sD)

57.7 (51.90) 40.8 (36.40) 0.25

UTUC progression (+), n (%) 3 (30.0%) 11 (32.4%) 1
interval from diagnosis to UTUC 
progression (months), mean (sD)

64.0 (52.38) 61.8 (44.50) 0.897

Cancer-related death, m (%) 2 (20%) 6 (17.6%) 1
Follow-up duration (months), mean (sD) 71.8 (47.9) 71.1 (38.4) 0.96

Notes: aincluding patients with initial occurrence of UTUC and those with UTUC after bladder cancer occurrence.
Abbreviations:  CTx, chemotherapy; CCRTx, concurrent chemoradiotherapy; KT, kidney transplantation; UTUC, upper urinary tract urothelial carcinoma.
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more in KT recipients.7 There are several explanations for 

the increased incidence of cancers in transplant recipients. 

Immunosuppressants cause DNA damage and may affect 

normal DNA repair mechanisms.13 In addition, many cancers 

are associated with viral infections such as BK virus after 

transplantation.14 Also, immune surveillance to prevent the 

development of malignant cells could be impaired by immu-

nosuppressive agents.15 Also, different immune statuses result 

in different cancer behavior.16,17 Especially, UC is typically a 

cancer that affects the patients’ immune system; therefore, 

treatment for UC with immune checkpoint inhibitors (eg, anti 

PD-l or anti PD-L1) has become a new paradigm of systemic 

therapy for UC.18,19

Furthermore, in contrast to the general population of 

Korea, UTUC occurred two times more than bladder cancer 

in this KT recipient cohorts. As a previous report from Tai-

wan indicates, the incidence of UTUC is higher than that of 

bladder cancer, contrary to that in the general population.6 

These consistent results demonstrate that there may be some 

vulnerable features in the upper urinary tract urothelium of 

Asian KT recipients. Also, in agreement with the reports 

from China and Taiwan, the reversed gender disparity of 

KT recipients compared to that of the general population 

was also found in our study.7,20 It is well known that, in the 

general population, males are three to five times more likely 

than females to have UC, and the Korean cancer statistics 

report that the proportion of male UC patients in the general 

population is 5.3 times higher. In contrast to this, the pro-

portion of female UC patients was 2.5 times higher in KT 

recipients in the current study. We assumed that because of 

the geographic adjacency and racial or cultural similarities 

between Taiwan, China, and Korea, the markedly high inci-

dence of UC and the predominance of female and UTUC in 

KT recipients were observed.

The treatment outcomes were compared with those of 

matched non-KT patients from our hospital’s data. In this 

study, the first occurrences of bladder cancer following 

UTUC and UTUC after bladder cancer were counted as 

individual cases. The reason for this analysis was to compare 

posttreatment outcomes according to the location of UC. 

For later cancer cases, those with the same history of UC 

were selected for the matched controls to perform analysis. 

For example, with UTUC after bladder cancer, the control 

group was also selected for the same bladder cancer stage 

and grade. Also, the control patients who were selected for 

bladder cancer after UTUC had the same prior UTUC stage, 

grade, and location.

There were seven bladder cancer cases, and TURB was 

performed for all bladder cancer cases except one case 

which was diagnosed with rectal perforation. The patient 

underwent explorative laparotomy and expired immediately 

after the diagnosis. All of the initial bladder cancer cases 

were more than T1 stage and were high grade. Considering 

that bladder cancers in immunocompromised host such 

as HIV-infected patients have aggressive pathological 

features, immunosuppressants taken by transplant patients 

affect the development of aggressive cancer.21 Intravesical 

chemotherapies (either epirubicin or mitomycin C) were 

performed in four cases out of five NMIBC cases from KT 

patients. Of note, BCG, a live attenuated form of Myco-

bacterium bovis, instillation was not performed in KT 

recipients. Because of the theoretically high risk of side 

Table 6 Comparison of UTUC recurrence, UTUC progression, and UTUC-specific survival rate using GEE

KT patients Non-KT patients P-value

UTUC recurrence rate Per 100,000 person year 72.21 78.04 0.8915
Relative risk 0.93 1

UTUC progression rate Per 100,000 person year 39.06 43.61 0.8806
Relative risk 0.8958 1

UTUC-specific survival rate Per 100,000 person year 23.2 18.93 0.8116
Relative risk 1.23 1

Abbreviations: gee, generalized estimating equation; KT, kidney transplantation; UTUC, upper urinary tract urothelial carcinoma.

Table 5 Comparison of bladder cancer progression and bladder cancer-specific survival rate using GEE

KT patients Non-KT patients P-value

Bladder cancer progression rate Per 100,000 person-years 112.8 10.71 0.0481
Relative risk 10.53 1

Bladder cancer-specific survival rate Per 100,000 person year 99.74 22.15 0.1186
Relative risk 4.5 1

Abbreviations: gee, generalized estimating equation; KT, kidney transplantation.
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effects such as sepsis in immunocompromised patients, 

BCG instillation is contraindicated in transplant recipients. 

However, there are a few case reports indicating that BCG 

instillation was performed without complication in such 

patients.22,23 According to our matching analysis comparing 

the treatment outcomes of bladder cancer, the progres-

sion rates of bladder cancer were significantly higher in 

KT recipients. We thought this high rate of progression 

is related to the lack of BCG use and further research is 

needed on BCG instillation therapy for NMIBC in trans-

plant recipients. Two cases of MIBC from KT patients exist; 

one patient underwent bladder preservation by CCRTx for 

T2 bladder cancer with curative intent followed by two 

times of TURB for 5 months, and the patient has been with 

no evidence of tumor. Another MIBC patient with meta-

static disease underwent palliative chemotherapy. Although 

no patient underwent radical cystectomy for MIBC in this 

study, there were several studies that recommend cystec-

tomy for MIBC in KT recipients.24–26 In matching analysis, 

bladder cancer-specific survival rates were not significantly 

different than those of non-KT patients.

NUx was performed for all patients with UTUC. There 

was only one case of UTUC occurring in the transplanted 

renal pelvis, and the other cases occurred in the native kid-

ney and ureter. After removal of the transplanted kidney and 

ureter, the patient with UC in the transplanted renal pelvis 

was disease-free for 94 months. Because this patient received 

the graft from deceased donor, we could not investigate 

the occurrence of malignancy in the donor’s other kidney 

and ureter. Only a few case reports exist, the occurrence 

of UTUC in kidney grafts is a very rare phenomena.11,27 

No additional treatment was performed for T1 cancer, but 

patients with metastatic disease were treated with adjuvant 

treatment. For chemotherapy, one patient received gem-

citabine mono-regimen, and the other two patients received 

combinations of gemcitabine and carboplatin, instead of 

cisplatin, which has minimal nephrotoxicity. Among nine 

UTUC patients, three patients (33.3%) eventually had 

UTUCs in their bilateral native kidneys. In addition, patient 

G in Figure 1 underwent bilateral NUx followed by CCRTx 

then survived for more than 5 years and died due to reasons 

other than UC. From China, there are several reports of 

synchronous cancers in bilateral upper urinary tracts that 

were confirmed in around 40% of patients.6,7,28 These stud-

ies also recommend considering prophylactic contralateral 

NUx in KT recipients with unilateral UTUC. After matching 

clinicopathologic characteristics of patients, all outcome 

parameters of UTUC in KT recipients were comparable 

with those of non-KT patients. To detail, there was only 

one case which the UTUC developed after bladder cancer. 

The later UTUC patient experienced UTUC recurrence and 

progression and eventually died because of UC. In contrast to 

that, the matched three non-KT UTUC patients experienced 

only cancer recurrences, and all these three patients were 

progression-free and alive till the study time. We suggested 

that NUx should be the first consideration for UTUC in KT 

recipients. In addition to that, as in the general population, 

carboplatin, rather than cisplatin, may be an appropriate 

alternative chemotherapeutic agent for treating UTUC in 

KT recipients.29

In our hospital’s transplant center, pre-transplant 

urological evaluation includes routine urinalysis, urine 

microscopy, urine protein/creatinine ratio, voiding 

cystourethrography, and kidney ultrasonography. After 

transplantation, there is no routine urologic evaluation of 

KT recipients. This present study suggested that a regular 

urologic assessment such as urine cytology or cystoscopy is 

needed. Also, the higher incidence, especially in the female 

KT recipient of UC in other races, should be evaluated in 

a further multicenter study.

There were several limitations of this study. First, it was 

a nonrandomized retrospective cohort study. The patient 

data maybe incomplete. We cannot rule out the possibility 

of residual confounding variables of measured or unmea-

sured factors. Second, an incidence study from a single 

center population does not represent all KT recipients due 

to selection bias. Third, analyzing the treatment outcomes 

of subsequently developed UC cases overlapped with other 

cases. However, the strengths of this study are that the 

power was improved by performing elaborate matching 

analysis, including the clinicopathologic history of UC in 

subsequently developed UC cases, and the mean follow-up 

period was relatively long at 181 months.

Conclusion
The incidence of UC was much higher in KT recipients 

compared to that of the general population, especially 

for female KT recipients. Furthermore, the proportion  

of UTUC was much higher than the proportion of bladder 

cancer. According to our matching analysis, active treat-

ment including surgical and systemic therapies for UC in 

KT recipients results in outcomes that are not inferior to 

those of non-KT patients in our hospital. Special atten-

tion should be paid to UC in KT recipients, including 

urologic screening, and active treatment could benefit to 

these patients.
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